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Send the Musa Family back Home to Nigeria - WITH their Children!
Petition:
We, the undersigned, request that the Musa Family is united again with all their six children and sent back home
to Nigeria.
We also request that Maurice Kirk who helped as McKenzie Friend, is freed from prison on humanitarian
grounds and gets a fair trial.
Finally, an investigation should take place into the witnesses who have been seriously intimidated and injured by
Haringey Council (at least 13!).Published on 23 August 2011, it has been signed 415 times to date.
Comments written by signers cover the following areas:
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1. God's Rights vs Human's Rights
25. Only God has the right to separate a family created with His help and by His will. As in marriage, so in
life - what God has joined together, let no man put asunder. Children have the right to leave their home
when they choose, with their parents' blessing, but no bureaucrat has the right to tear them away from
that home before the time of their choice.
154. I have made my own experiences with the "family" court system in the UK since 2006 and done my
own investigations - the corruption, perjury and fraud committed by so-called respected members of the
judiciary is so unbelievable that anyone who speaks out will be branded a conspiracy theorist, gagged and
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imprisoned. They cannot allow the truth to emerge. Stay strong & never give up your belief in justice and
your fight - as Ghandi said, "The ways of truth and love have always won". Bless you.
390. This is so inhuman. How can these wicked Haringey people do this? Even when the evidence is so
glaring? The Musa's God alone will see you through this and Glorify himself in all of this.

2. Human rights are Universal
23. Signing for a Human cause...
42. Article 13 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of the UN says Article 13. (1) Everyone has the
right to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of each state. (2) Everyone has the right to
leave any country, including his own, and to return to his country.
26/30. Send this family home back to their country. This is a gross violation of their human rights in a
democratic society.
43. The Rights of this Family has been abused and the have been treated like lepers. They need be sent to
where they will be treated has normal citizens with the injustice addressed.
85. UNITE THIS FAMILY AS SOON AS POSSIBLE, THIS IS A GROSS VIOLATION OF THEIR HUMAN RIGHT
106. Why violating their Human Right. Please respect their Human Right and Return their children back to
the natural parents.
276. UNITE THIS FAMILY AND RESPECT THEIR HUMAN RIGHTS.
404. Have we turned into barbarians? The utter inhumanity of this case. How can this be allowed to carry
on it is pure unadulterated evil. Give them their children back and let them go home and leave this
nightmarish Land called England.

2.1 Justice should Prevail
46. I strongly believe that you deserve Justice
94. Natural justice demands that justice MUST be done irrespective of who is involved.
168. FREE THE HOSTAGE
172. THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY proclaims THIS UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
Article 13. (1) Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of each
state. (2) Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his country
244. People must don't stand up and be counted, take charge, enforce law and order otherwise the
criminals win
256. Justice is truth in action.
295. Free these children. The proof of lies against Haringey council and their lackey courts is embarrassing
even for a banana republic.
316. Anyone with a criminal record either in the UK or their own country should face enforced repatriation.
We do not want known criminals here, nor do we want those who would commit crime here.
335. I think the actions of the Social Services should be made completely public.
While I can appreciate the argument for secrecy, I think the argument is outweighed by the need for the
media to be able to obtain all details of possible abuse of office committed by civil servants paid for thru
their taxes by the public.
363. Stories of children being dragged into care wrongly come up so often that there should be a
parliamentary investigation.
387. I believe even the 16th century British justice system would have done better. The brutal sex
complains on one of the girls have been ignored, oh my gosh!!! What sort of brutal and irresponsible
system is this? The Musa children should be released unconditionally to their parents, parents properly
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compensated for all the humiliation and loss they have suffered and the system rid of all stupid judges,
police and local authorities. FREE THE MUSAS NOW!!!!
389. Release the children to their parent and let them come back to the their home country. Stop the
suffering n unlawful acts.
391. It is unconscionable that in this modern era, the council would rather save face than acknowledge it's
mistake. Whatever happened to doing things in the best interest of the child? Please reunite this family and
give them the time and space needed to heal while ensuring those behind this malicious vendetta are
punished accordingly.

2.2 The Value of Families
153. England a once 'respectable' country with regard to family life is gaining a bad reputation for what can
only be described as a neurotic witch hunt! What happened to the old traditional values of a united family?
Please set this family free by returning their children so they can go home.
155. HOME is where children belong with their loving families.
201. Allow the musa family to return Home, with their kids, this is no way to treat a close loving family. LET
THEM GO NOW
224. keep the family together send them home it's obvious that’s where they were happy and belong
242. ............ They should be sent packing, the kids.... hmmmmmmmm tricky one, they are the silent victims
but should be with their family if they are safe.... this case is very confusing.....
250. It's frightening that this can happen to a family. It will surely damage both parent and child and a is a
complete waste of taxpayers money.
321. UNITE THIS FAMILY, they are one of the best family, Haringey want to steal their children
348. THIS IS FAMILY ABUSE. UNITE THIS FAMILY.
377. I think that you should consider that your actions may destroy this family. This will also deny the
children their basic human rights of living in a true full family with both their parents. So please restore to
them their children as soon as possible.
378. Let us help unite families not to divide them.

3. Social Workers are Corrupt and Criminal
1. It is such a disgrace what people do to people. But even more so, when they do it because "they are just
doing their job". What kind of childhood must these "social workers" have had to be able to do what they
are doing...
19. I have evidence of the corruptness of SS that has been overlooked by a Judge, and all other parties in
my own case -the whole system is corrupt and needs high profile -well done in your efforts to expose this.
24. It has become apparent over the years and with certain cases involving the Social Services and children
that their professionalism and judgement are being called into question far too often. We have courts that
operate in secret, parents with the relevant court orders denied access to their children which has an acute
damage to the child’s mind and wellbeing, and the Social Services being accused of stealing children, all of
which needs an independent investigation.
27. This family are and have been seriously abused by HARINGEY SOCIAL SERVICES AND THE JUDICIARY.
The 'evidence' that has been put before the COURT - JUDGE GLENN BRASSE, Rosita Moise (Solicitor LBH)
and JOYCE AGYEKUM HAVE ALL BEEN FABRICATED. They just want their children back so they can return
home... ALL THEIR HUMAN RIGHTS HAVE BEEN VIOLATED BY THE ABOVE. I should know, I have helped
them and been targeted by LBH too! LET THEM GO HOME AND HELP THEIR CHILDREN HEAL FROM THE
ABUSE OF LBH.
261. Here we have Haringey social services at it again. We need to protect children from the evil clutches of
so- called moral people within the social services! This has gone on long enough, these people need to be
brought to book and taken out of this corrupt system. Enough is enough!
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3.1 Stealing Children is a Heinous Crime
12. Stop stealing children and making lame brain excuses!
18. We see through you and know thy evil.
164. Please unite this family and stop stealing children
236. That doesn't surprise me Haringey Council are involved, give their children back and let the Musas go
home to Nigeria as they wish.
251. Not the 1st case of state kidnapping of children I’ve read about over the last few years seems to be a
lot of cash for everyone involved so a lot of incentive for those involved to carry on.
405. Blair stopped the publication of the names of the paedophiles in the government. He used a D notice
to do it. You have heard of Philip Lyon, who managed Blair's question time in the Commons. He was a
convicted paedophile. There were several others who were in the cabinet. They resigned in early 2002.
Names beginning with M. These paedophiles were behind the 'taking into care' policy. Paedophiles are also
behind the disappearance of kids from children's homes. It goes all the way to the top.

3.2 Secrecy hides Criminality
36. Orwell's 1984 is happening. Criminals, paedophiles and money priests dressed as judges, lawyers and
officers of the State. The parasites in public office conduct their murky business behind closed lodge doors.
Love, truth and goodness are the greatest powers and will eventually triumph over evil. Full exposure is all
that is needed - total eradication of all Secret Societies with their merry band of crooks, and with that all
corruption. Reunite the Musa family. www.sharonkilby.co.uk
35. Secret Courts do not operate under Common Law and are therefore unlawful. Orders are not valid.
Judges do not declare their Oath of Office and so are not on duty.
257. Prevention of public inspection is proof of private guilt.
327. Something very strange going on in this country.

3.3 This is the Worst of all Child Snatching Cases
15. In the 11 years that I have been following these cases, the case of Mr and Mrs Musa and their family
must rank as one of the most evil and corrupt cases that I have had the misfortune to come across.
380. Let the kids go home to their parents - this must be torture. There must be real kids in danger out
there, go look for and protect them.
402. Childrens Services in all countries have extended their authority to demean and threaten families and
it needs to stop.

4. Support for the Petition
3. THE MUSAS SAY "SEND THE MUSAS BACK HOME - WITH OUR CHILDREN!"
4. When families from around the world come to the UK, we can only tell them please do not bring your
children, unless you want to return to your own country without them. We have to stand united with the
MUSA FAMILY and send them back home as a family. Until that day we will fight on together.
13. I am quite prepared, after what I have witnessed in the RCJ, to personally fly them all out of the UK but
keeping the 'wet stuff' well on my right until we land at Lagos.
41. STOP HARMING AND STEALING CHILDREN. STOP THE CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY.
47. Unite this Family as soon as possible!
39. I'm all for sending them back, I hope all their in-laws go too.
151. This family has been abused and needs to return back to their country. We can see a happy family.
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237. Keep up the good work!
317. SEND THEM ALL BACK!
370. Children are illegally snatched - kidnapped from their natural backgrounds - families - by a highly
corrupt world-system of disguised dictators. If we stand up together and take our children and our future
and most of all our children´s future back - Do it Now! Get-up, Stand-up - - stand-up for what´s right!
Sincerely, *m
374. I met this family in court without realising who they were at the time. I was there on a similar but
unrelated matter. I met this family in court without realising who they were at the time. I was there on a
similar but unrelated matter.
394. Unite this family. The world has seen your mistake.
285,291,296,365, 395-401. Please unite this family.

5. No wonder there are Riots!
38. STOP THE F@CKING COMMON PURPOSE PEDO LOVING CHILD STEALING GOVERNMENTS HELL AND
FOLKS WONDER WHY THERE IS RIOTS DUH!

5.1 Say NO to Oppression!
29. The collusion by state agencies for nefarious means will only stop when Messrs Smith and Jones (that's
you) wake up and say no and peacefully reinforce this with non-cooperation.
225. It is quite odd that despite the lessons learned, we are slipping into a stalinist state.

5.2 Outrage beyond Deplorable
158. A shocking injustice!
217. Freemasons maybe?
240. Scandal they should be sent back to Nigeria.
369. LET THESE CHILDREN GO BACK TO WHERE THEY BELONG, BACK TO THEIR PARENTS WHO LOVE THEM
DEARLY!
PUBLIC OPINION IS AGAINST YOU, STOP THE LEGAL ABDUCTION OF CHILDREN, STOP DESTROYING LIVES!!!
373. There is no shame in a honest mistake. But to inflict misery and human damage to save face is beyond
deplorable.
383. This is the most dehumanizing act EVER! May God fight for this family! Whether those children are
biologically theirs or not; they raised them, therefore are their children!!!! If you must send them home,
send them back WITH THEIR CHILDREN! OMG this is unheard of!
392. This is injustice to the HIGHEST DEGREE.

6. England for the English!
159. This family should be reunited & sent back Home. It isn't surprising they are unhappy here in the UK, I
am bred & born in London, worked nearly all my life for the country which was once well known &
respected, even. Now, I am unhappy with this country.
Help this poor family to leave the UK.
258. Britain is being sold out by TRAITORS.
265. AND send the Haringey Council with them. After all, the council's secret, self serving decision is more
in keeping with sharia than the laws of free men.
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270. It is a disgrace why decent tax paying British have to see families like this blatantly having no respect,
or gratitude for our country. Flight home now please Mr Cameron, or are this govt still too busy bending
over backwards for everyone except true lovers of this land.
281. We, the taxpayers, being honest decent hardworking people are sick and tired of being used as slaves
for the rest of the world by a corrupt criminal treacherous and traitorous socialist (yes the Tories too)
British government. You refuse pay to our soldiers whilst you pay for foreigners to live here. Send them all
back now.
403. The majority of the ancestors of British peoples were the original palaeolithic settlers of Great Britain,
and that the differences that exist between the east and west coasts of Great Britain though not large, are
deep in prehistory, mostly originating in the upper palaeolithic and Mesolithic (15,000–7,000 years ago).
These Islands are ours. We have to repatriate millions of foreigners, none of whom have any right to our
homeland. England for the English.

7. The World is Watching
104. A family is awaiting a reunion. A world is watching & learning & discerning. I am in full agreement of
seeing to the reuniting of a family whose cries have been met with a type of justice the ordinary folk do not
support. A social services & a secret family court system has shown itself in need of rehabilitating the
mindset within its systematic operational methods of silence & secrecy. Let us do the right thing. Recess to
reassess a messing up of lives instead of help via intervention
336. Your story is not unknown! The world is watching and demands justice for you! You should not need to
move from England - the kidnappers, and the people behind the kidnapping industry, should be sent away
from England!
393. We Won’t Condone Maltreatment Of Nigerians Abroad – Mark
Senate President, David Mark, yesterday warned against further maltreatment of Nigerians abroad saying
that “for every single Nigerian that is maltreated outside this country, ten of the citizens of those countries
should be maltreated in Nigeria”. The Senate President, who spoke while inaugurating the Senate
Committee on Foreign Affairs.
http://www.leadership.ng/nga/articles/5878/2011/09/30/we_won%E2%80%99t_condone_maltreatment

8. Background to the Petition

Background (Preamble):
British Govt Detains Nigerian Couple’s Six Children was published by the National paper Leadership on 21
August 2011 and named the family, while the children's identities still need to be protected for legal reasons.
Their horrendous 'case' is one of the representative stories that shall form the foundation for a Parliamentary
Inquiry into White Collar Crimes.
In April 2010, five Musa children were taken by Haringey Council under completely false allegations, such as the
mother being a sex worker, the children being from different fathers and visibly faked letter by the eldest
daughter.
DNA tests took unduly long and proved the contrary, but Haringey Council was adamant about inventing more
reasons for keeping the children away from their parents.
The photo gallery shows clearly what a happy family they were, before they met Haringey Council. But their
sixth child was taken by nine police officers at birth. In August 2010, the oldest daughter reported being
"inappropriately touched" and she has not been seen or heard by either parents or siblings since. The other
children have not been seen since May 2011, and the High Commission of Nigeria has been refused consular
visits - contrary to Article 36 of the Vienna Convention.
Does this family have human rights? asks Christopher Booker in one of 12 articles about the Musa Family in The
Telegraph: "A council whistleblower has said that, at a recent case conference, the social workers admitted that
maybe they had made a mistake, and that the mother they had falsely accused was in fact devoted and blameless.
But apparently, because of “press interest” in the case, the officials agreed that the council could not afford the
very damaging publicity which might follow, if the unhappy children were reunited with their parents. It was
therefore vital that the council should continue to justify its actions."
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The news release Cash for Kids - especially Cute Nigerians was published on 21 August 2011 to present their
story, perceived to be the worst of all known cases, as part of a larger picture. More on Social Services stealing
Children aka State Kidnapping.
Unfortunately, their case of child snatching is only one of many, as Christopher Booker also wrote: Britain's
forced adoptions: the hidden scandal we can't ignore.
Hence our petition that The Secrecy of Family Courts should be Lifted NOW. with the first comments by
signers.
Since "chronic litigant" Maurice J Kirk BVSc has acted as their McKenzie Friend, there are news on his
site and his support site, besides the Musa site. While trying to help the Musa Family, he ended up in Cardiff
prison where he fears to be locked into a mental hospital for life. The Nigerian Standard covered his
involvement here.
Petition:
We, the undersigned, request that the Musa Family is united again with all their six children and sent back home
to Nigeria.
We also request that Maurice Kirk who helped as McKenzie Friend, is freed from prison on humanitarian
grounds and gets a fair trial.
Finally, an investigation should take place into the witnesses who have been seriously intimidated and injured by
Haringey Council (at least 13!).Published on 23 August 2011, it has been signed 415 times to date.
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